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2014 Conference and Expo - June 9 - 11, 2014


Register Now!
Workshops Presented By:
Kevin Cullen

Rick Morris

Lisa DiTullio

Harold Mangum

Katie Mehnert

EPM Architects

Lithspeed: Raj Indugula
and Susana Esparza

Andy Stuart and
Dr. Gary Richardson

Workshop Details
Kevin Cullen: Mission Control: Impacting Performance and Productivity
One of the key roles of a project manager is to impact what the people on your team are doing – resulting in taking the
exact actions that will produce what's of critical importance. Impacting not only your performance and productivity, but
also the performance of your team, can both generate unprecedented results and reduce stress, which is so often a
common complaint among team members. In this session you will be introduced to an innovative productivity principles,
tools, and practices that can immediate impact your performance.
Objectives/Focus:





Learn a proven methodology for improving performance and productivity.
Identify specific actions that would lead to fulfillment in the areas of greatest importance to you and your
organization
Extend leadership capabilities for executives
Enhance and elevate your performance and productivity
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Rick Morris:
Stop Playing Games: A Project Manager’s Guide to Successfully Navigating Organizational Politics
Based on Rick’s new book “Stop Playing Games” (RMC Project Management, 2010) Rick identifies and discusses the day
to day world of a Project Manager. Project Managers have the unique ability to find shortcuts or workarounds in dealing
with projects, sponsors, and stakeholders. This seminar will bring to life true issues and fixes to help Project Managers
avoid the games we are forced to play. Through sharing years of experience, Rick will show you how to get stronger,
more process oriented, and more respect for the work you do. Rick will offer real world advice to help you gain proper
techniques that you can immediately use to impact your projects, learn how to influence without authority, stop end
rounding projects and get back to the basics that will help create a Project Manager that will do the right things the right
way.
Objectives/Focus:





The State of our Profession (Project Management)
o The Halo Effect
o Not Everyone Can be a PM
Finding Value in Project Management
o Why is it difficult to articulate value?
o The issue with project selection
Budget, Business Value and Capacity, Oh My!
And more….

Prerequisite:
Project Management knowledge discipline
Level of Knowledge:
Beginner/Intermediate/Expert
Lisa DiTullio: Project Team Dynamics: Enhancing Performance, Improving Results
No project can succeed without a project team. More likely than not, your project will also require a number of participants
from different areas within your organization. It’s also highly likely you will need to involve parties from external agencies,
whether they are consultants or vendors. And in today’s environment, you are not guaranteed to get everyone you need,
forcing you to make the most out of your team when doing more with less. Regardless of whom and how many you have
on your team, you cannot succeed in meeting deliverables and deadlines unless you act as a high-functioning team. This
highly interactive workshop focuses on simple techniques to enhance team behavior and group dynamics. Attendees will
leave armed with easy-to-adopt practices to enhance team members’ awareness and accountability - resulting in
improved decisions, efficiency, and business results.
Objectives/Focus:






Understand the value of teamwork and the link to business outcomes
Recognize how the “right” set of behaviors can support productive teamwork
Appreciate how simple investments in team dynamics, particularly for virtual teams, hold big returns
Identify cultural attributes in the business environment and understand how those attributes contribute to, or
conflict with, team performance
Learn how to diagnose common team ailments and introduce easy methods to improve team interaction and
reduce conflict among team members
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Harold Mangum: The Benefits of a Trained Memory in Project Management for 2014
In a project oriented world filled with challenges of information overload, inventory shortages and scheduling conflicts a
paradigm for improved memory creation thru recall ability is paramount. Improved project management is the primary
benefit of this instructional session by learning to create new memory skill sets. It’s a workshop that provides impact in any
project management climate. Active learning of memory skills is proving to be the root to the driven efficiencies thru
mental acuity. Not only are learning curves reduced by personal memory improvement but newfound time intervals are
providing increased time for critical thinking and reasoning processes throughout the project.
Objectives/Focus:





Establishing Memory Improvement Skills – Mnemonic generational exercises
Mental File Folder Creation & Activation F-P-G System
File Applications – Abstract Rules-Name Retention
Industry uses and personal improvement techniques – Memory Protocols

Level of Knowledge:
Beginner/Intermediate/Expert
Katie Mehnert: Implementing Sustainable Change
Did you know that 90% of change initiatives fail – either outright, or they are abandoned due to failing to meet
targets?
This number is not improving – despite effective project management and sophisticated systems and processes. Why?
Because people stop change from happening! Whether you’re a budding project manager or seasoned program manager,
change is an everyday feature of any successful organization. Change begins and ends with people. By improving your
capability in implementing change, you’ll improve the probability of your project’s success. Effective change skills reduce
the timescale and improve the certainty of achieving desired benefits, increasing both people performance and the return
on investment for your project.
Come to this interactive workshop where you will gain skills to understand what change leadership is, your approach
towards change, helping others prepare and manage change, and practical tools and techniques to help you drive a
winning outcome for your organization.
Tony Zink, EPM Architects:
Half-day AM workshop: Microsoft Project Foundations
Learn techniques for effectively building a dynamic Microsoft Project schedule that can be used to forecast timelines, work
hours, and costs throughout the life of a project... especially when things do not run according to the original plan.
Foundational concepts and basic schedule building blocks will be covered, as well as tips and traps that any professional
project scheduler should understand. Attendees are encouraged to bring a laptop with a recent version of Microsoft
Project installed; otherwise they may watch and take notes as the presenter demonstrates the techniques covered in this
session.
Half-day PM workshop: Microsoft Project Advanced Scheduling Techniques
Learn techniques for effectively tracking activity progress in a Microsoft Project schedule and forecasting updated
timelines, work hours, and costs throughout the life of a project... especially when things do not run according to the
original plan. Three techniques for tracking task progress will be covered, as well as advanced techniques for
manipulating the Microsoft Project interface to facilitate task progress tracking. Attendees are encouraged to bring a
laptop with a recent version of Microsoft Project installed; otherwise they may watch and take notes as the presenter
demonstrates the techniques covered in this session.
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Raj Indugula and Susana Esparza, Lithespeed: The Art of writing Agile Requirements
Workshop Overview:
Join us for a 1-day User Story writing workshop where you will learn the fundamental principles involved in adopting a
lightweight and disciplined approach to requirements gathering in a dynamically changing environment.
We’ll provide you with an easy to understand model of Agile requirements, starting with a vision and progressing all the
way down to user stories, acceptance criteria, and testable examples that provide the information teams need.
This workshop will cover:
·

Modeling users & customers through roles and personas

·

Elaborating from product vision to features and stories

·

Effective collaborative story writing techniques and maturing the requirements pipeline

·

Acceptance criteria ad testable examples that validate the “doneness” of stories

Through group simulation, you will practice writing user stories for a sample project using established best practices. The
workshop is facilitated by seasoned Agile practitioners and you'll hear stories from the trenches, the “gotchas”, and come
away prepared to apply these practices on your projects, today!
Andy Stuart, MPower Leadership Consulting
Half Day AM Workshop: Building more Effective Relationships Using DISC
How effective are your relationships with people at work and outside of work? Do you encounter people of different styles
and wish you could be more effective?
Each of us has our own unique style that influences how we act, and respond, to others in our daily interactions. Often
time we find ourselves working with others who exhibit different styles, and it creates a challenge or a conflict in our
interactions. Perhaps a manager has a direct, assertive style that puts you on your heels, or a team member appears to
be skeptical or challenging to your ideas.
If you would like to improve your working relationships, then this workshop will be an excellent opportunity to identify your
own style and learn more effective skills to interact and work with others of the same or different styles.
In this highly interactive session, participants will walk through the framework of the DiSC model and learn about their own
DiSC style. They will discover the similarities and differences among other styles, and develop skills that can be used to
overcome the obstacles they face when working with others.
The DiSC model is a quadrant behavior model that is used to evaluate individual priorities, motivators, stressors and the
way people react with other styles in the model. The model consists of four primary styles:
·

D – Dominance, people with this style tend to be direct, results oriented, firm,
strong-willed, and forceful

·

i – Influence, people with this style tend to be outgoing, enthusiastic, optimistic,
high-spirited, and lively

·

S – Steadiness, people with this style tend to be even-tempered, accommodating,
patient, humble and tactful

·

C – Conscientious, people with this style tend to be analytical, reserved, precise,
private, and systematic
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Participants will each receive their own, individualized profile which will help identify the behaviors that help you and those
that may inhibit you from forming effective relationships. Once you have a good understanding of the DiSC methodology
you can start identifying the primary styles of people around you and then modify your behaviors with each style to ensure
a better working relationship.
Dr. Gary Richardson, University of Houston
Half Day PM Workshop: Techniques in Managing a Project Using MS Project
Audience background: This session will assume essentially no background in MS Project. It should be considered more of
a project management technique presentation than an advanced view of MSP keystrokes.
Approximately 80% of the software project management market is served by MS Project, yet the usage of this tool is often
improper or incomplete. The role of this workshop is to explore this tool usage and highlight some of the lesser used
aspects that add value to the management process. A short introduction to MS Project mechanics will be offered sufficient
to allow all to follow the areas discussed. The scope of this session will NOT include the enterprise edition, SharePoint, or
portfolio aspects of the tool, but will focus on selected management techniques often missing from the internal project
management process.

2014 Pricing

Early Registration
January 1 - April 25

One Day

Two Days

Full Conference

Member+

$ 289.00

$ 569.00

$ 829.00

Guest

$339.00

$669.00

$979.00

** $50 discount to 5 or more from a company with discount code - must email Logan Beszterda
at admin@pmihouston.org for code
+Member = PMI Houston Member

Register Now!

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org

Coming in April
Visit PMI Houston Meetings for ‘latest’ meeting details
PMI® Houston Meetings - Venues and Standard Times
Venue
North
Strack Farms Restaurant Banquet Hall
5707 Louetta, Spring, TX 77379
(Between Kuykendahl & StuebnerAirline Rd.)
http://www.stracks.com

Galleria Area
HESS Club
5430 Westheimer Road
Houston, TX 77056
http://www.hessclub.com
Southwest
Schlumberger
Sugar Land Campus
210 Schlumberger Drive
The Woodlands
Sam Houston State University
Center
3380 College Park Drive, 4th Floor
The Woodlands, TX 77384
Downtown
Houston Library
Main Houston Public Library
Branch
Concourse Level Meeting Room
500 McKinney Street
Houston, TX 77002

Time
Monthly on second
Tuesday
Pre-dinner meeting
5:30 to 6:30 PM
Monthly on second
Tuesday
Dinner meeting
6:30 to 8:00 PM
Monthly on second
Wednesday
Pre-dinner meeting
5:30 to 6:30 PM
Monthly on second
Wednesday
Dinner meeting 6:30 to
8:00 PM

Description
Presentation with guest speaker.
Pre-dinner meeting is free to attend.

Monthly on third
Wednesday
Time: 5:30 to 6:30 PM

Presentation with guest speaker.
This meeting is free to attend.

Monthly on third
Tuesday
Time: 6:00 to 7:00 PM

Presentation with guest speaker.
This meeting is free to attend.
*Newest PMI Houston meeting venue.

Monthly on last
Thursday
Time: 5:30 to 6:30 PM

Presentation with guest speaker.
This meeting is free to attend.

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org

Dinner Meeting with guest speaker.
Cost: $25 for members and $30 for nonmembers. Walk-ins are an additional $10.

Presentation with guest speaker.
Pre-dinner meeting is free to attend.
Dinner Meeting with guest speaker.
Cost: $25 for members and $30 for nonmembers. Walk-ins are an additional $10.
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West - Agile
SYSCO
1390 Enclave Parkway Building
1390, Houston, TX 77077-20255
Joint meeting with Agile
Leadership Network (ALN)
Houston Chapter, formerly APLN.
Brazos Valley
College Station, TX

Quarterly on third
Thursday
Time: 6:00 to 8:00 PM

Every other month.

Presentation with guest speaker
This meeting is free to attend. For latest
schedule and registration please visit ALN
Houston at www.aplnhouston.org
ALN meets monthly. Meetings in March,
June, September, and December are
promoted jointly by PMIH and ALN.
Presentation with guest speaker.
This meeting is free to attend.

For additional details and registration information visit PMI Houston Events

PMI® Houston Toastmaster Club Meetings Times and Locations
Toastmaster Club Name

Houston Galleria Project Management
Toastmasters

North Houston Project Management
Toastmasters

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org

Location

Time

Houston Baptist University
Atwood 2 Building, Room
First, Third, and Fifth Wednesday
215
6:30 to 8:00PM
7502 Fondren Rd.
Houston, TX 77074
Denny's Restaurant
12697 N Gessner Dr
Houston, Texas, 77064

First, Third, and Fifth Tuesday
6:15 to 8:00PM
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Professional Development Opportunities in April
Date
April 05, 2014
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Class
6 Saturday PMP
Prep Course

Location
Fluor Enterprises
1 Fluor Daniel Dr
Sugar Land, TX 77478

Cost

Register

Houston Chapter
Member
Earlybird: $
1400.00 (ends two
weeks before the
course)
Regular: $ 1500.00

Register

Non-Member
Earlybird: $
1600.00 (ends two
weeks before the
course)
Regular: $ 1700.00
April 14, 2014
8:30 AM to 4:30 PM

PMP & CAPM
Prep Course

Tri Tech Surveying
Company
10401 Westoffice Drive
Houston, TX 77042

Houston Chapter
Member
Earlybird: $
1400.00 (ends two
weeks before the
course)
Regular: $ 1500.00
Non-Member
Earlybird: $
1600.00 (ends two
weeks before the
course)
Regular: $ 1700.00

Register

April 28, 2014
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Managing
Projects with
Microsoft Project
2013, Advanced
(14 PDUs)

EPM Architect Training
and Solution Center
6300 West Loop South,
Suite 570
Bellaire, TX 77401

$995.50

Register

To see the full list of course offerings please visit the Events tab http://www.pmihouston.org/meetinginfo.php

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org
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April Dinner Meeting
North -Tuesday April 8th & Galleria - Wednesday April 9th (5:30 to 8:00pm)
Meeting Agenda
5:30 pm to 6:30 pm

Pre-dinner Speaker Presentation

6:30 pm to 7:00 pm

Networking, Dinner Opens, Chapter Announcements

7:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Dinner Speaker Presentation

Pre-Dinner Presentation:
Project Management Problems Solved: Group Discussion
Dinner Presentation:
To Be Determined
.

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org
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April Woodlands Meeting
Tuesday, April 15th, 2014 (6:00 to 7:00pm)
The Golden Rule Upgrade
Do you dare to question The Golden Rule?! “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.” Well, do you want to:



Be a more powerful leader and manager?



Sell and market with greater impact?



Leverage diversity as a business asset?



Communicate more successfully?



Have better love relationships?

Come and discover the flaw in The Golden Rule and learn how we can upgrade it to a far more powerful approach to all your relationships.
Together, we will explore this critical improvement, along with its implications and applications.

Speaker: Kim Sawyer

Kim Sawyer has over twenty years of diverse experience, with expertise in the area of leadership, professional and
business effectiveness and entrepreneurship. He coaches and facilitates key business people and teams to create
greater wealth for their organizations and themselves. Kim accomplishes this primarily by means of one-on-one
coaching and his Success-Group™ team coaching program. In addition, He facilitates meetings, business retreats and
special events and provides specialty training in coaching and leadership skills.

Kim holds a BBA in Entrepreneurship from the University of Houston and an MS in Organizational Development and
Change Management from the University of Texas. He has been published and interviewed in the Houston Chronicle and other news
publications, appeared on CNN Business Radio and speaks frequently to professional and industry organizations across the country.

A representative sample of Kim’s clients include: Continental Airlines; JP Morgan Chase Bank; British Broadcasting Corporation; IBM; ChevronTexaco; Winstead, Sechrest and Minick Law Firm; Rice University’s Jones School of Business; The City of Lake Jackson, Texas; The Council
on Alcohol and Drugs – Houston; and numerous regional entrepreneurs.

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org
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April Lunch & Learns
Thursday, April 17th, 2014 (11:30 to 1:00pm)
Energy Corridor BP Westlake Office: The Glass is Half Full
Visitors please access Visitor Parking entrance from Grimsby Street. Please walk into the main BP Helios Lobby.
Please have your Driver's License number and Car License number ready for sign-in at the BP Helios Security desk.
Agenda:
11:30 - 11:50 pm
11:50 - 12 noon

Registration, Networking, Lunch and seating
Welcome and Safety Message (BP - Global Projects Institute)

12 noon - 12:45 pm Introduction of Speaker by PMI and Presentation by Margaret Johnson
12:45 - 01:00 pm

Q&A (PMI), BP Acknowledgements and Adjourn (BP)

The Glass is Half Full
In the Glass is Half Full participants will examine their thinking patterns around the way they see themselves, other people and situations so
that they are able to look for opportunities rather than problems, strengths more than weaknesses and what can be done instead of what
can’t. This applies to their work projects as well as their personal lives. Exercises on perception, self-talk, creative ideas and risk taking steps
will be addressed to assist in this transformation.

Margaret A Johnson

Margaret A Johnson has a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering (Michigan State University), an MBA (University
of Houston – Clear Lake), is a licensed professional engineer and an ICF (International Coach Federation) certified coach
(executive/corporate/life). Working in the energy industry, she performed engineering analyses, managed technical and nontechnical personnel, sold mechanical services and marketed O&M services to energy executives. She has managed projects
from small short term projects to corporate wide initiatives involving personnel from all major areas of a company as well as
being a team member for major construction and maintenance projects. As President of Ideal Training, Inc. she trains and
coaches professionals with a mission to unleash creativity, ignite ideas and remove barriers to success. She applies creativity and encourages
risk taking to assist clients in solving problems and opening doors, and to keep her classes (including yoga and indoor cycling) engaging.

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org
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April Downtown Meeting
Thursday, April 24th, 2014 (5:30 to 6:30pm)
Project Roles/Responsibilities Alignment - a "Speed Dating" Approach
Agenda:
5:00 - 5:30 pm Networking
5:30 - 6:30 pm Program
Topic: Project Roles/Responsibilities Alignment - a "Speed Dating" Approach
Projects are challenging enough. Misalignments of roles and responsibilities and the negative impacts on cost, schedule, quality,
operational reliability, etc. are both avoidable and unnecessary. In this session, we won't be speed dating but our presenter, Mike
Goodfriend, will explore a collaborative alignment approach that is based on speed and relationships. You will get the most out of this
session if you come with a project role in mind and the potential role alignment issues involving gaps, overlaps and interdependencies
with other project roles.

Speaker: Michael R. Goodfriend

Michael R. Goodfriend is President and Founder of Goodfriend & Associates, Inc., a management consulting firm
founded in 1989. Mike helps clients as a teamwork engineer, leadership coach and meeting facilitator.
The firm serves clients in diverse industries – oil and gas, manufacturing, healthcare, industrial distribution, multichain restaurants, information technology and professional service firms.
Prior to founding Goodfriend & Associates, Inc., Mike was an audit manager and human resources manager for
Price Waterhouse during the period 1980 - 1989. He supervised and managed audits for various industries
including distribution, construction and manufacturing companies. He conducted staff training, hired experienced auditors and managed the
deployment of staff to auditing engagements.
Mike is a CPA and received his Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting from the Pennsylvania State University. Until recently, he was the
Chair of the Houston Birkman Method User Group for 6 years, a knowledge sharing community for internal and external users of the Birkman
Method. He also has been a manager in the Greater Sugar Land Pony League and First Colony Little League. He has driven player/family
team fundraising efforts to raise money for the First Colony Dream League – a baseball league for kids with physical and mental disabilities.
Mike appeared on the "Good Morning Houston" television show and has been published in the Houston Business Journal. He has previously
served on the Board of Directors for Big Brothers Big Sisters of Southeast Texas and the Houston CPA Society. Mike is also past president
and was a founding member of Professionally Speaking Toastmasters - one of the largest Toastmaster clubs in Houston.

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org
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PMI Houston Celebrating 40 Years
“40 Celebrating 40” Website and Newsletter Announcement
Are you a new or renewing member of the PMI Houston
Chapter? You may be a winner in the “40 Celebrating 40”
initiative!
In 2014, the Houston chapter of the Project Management Institute
(PMIH) is proudly celebrating its 40th Anniversary. In recognition
of this important milestone, we have launched a special initiative
called “40 Celebrating 40.”
Names of new and renewing members will be drawn at each of the monthly PMI Houston chapter meetings listed on
the PMIH website. A total of 40 members will be chosen each month to receive a $40 Amazon gift card. You
may choose any venue and gift cards will be presented during the meeting.
Don’t wait! Join or renew your PMI Houston membership today for a chance to win “40 Celebrating 40.”

During 2014, we will be profiling some of the forty individuals who have served as your chapter president over the last
forty years.
Pete Martinez served as PMI Houston president fifteen years ago in 1999. During Pete’s
term, PMI Houston passed the 1,000 member mark. Pete guided the chapter through a
demographic change in our membership. Engineering and construction had dominated the
scene for a number of years. In the late 1990s we saw information technology companies
embrace project management with a vengeance. Pete thought it was important to offer PMP
certification opportunities to these members and increased our professional development
activities with that objective in mind.
After Pete finished his service on the PMI Houston Chapter board, he didn’t stop working to
develop the project management profession. He served three years as the Region 6 mentor.
This role called for coordinating activities of all the chapters is seven states. At the time
there were sixteen. These folks had never thought of the idea that working together could
benefit all the chapters. Pete brought them all together and the results are still around ten
years later.
Pete organized the first Region 6 conference in Dallas in 2005. The next one was in Oklahoma City in 2006. These
conferences have been an annual event since then. It caught the attention of the global PMI office and soon they
lent support to the effort.
So, at our forty year milestone, we say thank you, Pete for making a difference.
Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org
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Classifieds
IT Project Manager
Fulcrum Technology Solutions
Job Posting
Jan. 27, 2014

IT Project Manager
Fulcrum Technology Solutions
Job Posting
Jan. 27, 2014

Project Manager
Genuent
Job Posting
Jan. 29, 2014

PMP- Windows 8 Deployment
JC2 Technologies
Job Posting
Mar. 24, 2014

Visit http://www.pmihouston.org/classifieds.php for all job listings.
If you have a job opening that you would like to promote through the PMI Houston Chapter, please email the following information to
director.comm@pmihouston.org.

Title

Company

Ad Expiration Date

Detailed Job Description
Your ad will be posted on the PMI Houston Chapter website and featured in weekly and monthly newsletter communications.

Visit Our Web site @ www.pmihouston.org
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Sponsors
Platinum

Silver

Bronze
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